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Aims

1. Represent the episodic/scarce nature of isolated deep convection  

‣Semi-arid lands 

2. Improve the transition from shallow to deep convection (diurnal cycle) 



Triggering in LMDZ : the role of sub-cloud processes (1/2)

• Sub-cloud processes provide a 
kinetic energy to the parcel lifted 
from the surface layer 

ALE = Available Lifting Energy 

• Triggering happens if at least one of 
the sub cloud processes verifies 

ALE > CIN

‣We look for a vertical velocity maximum at LCL !



C* = density currents 
spreading velocity

WBL,max = bulk thermal 
plume maximum velocity

• Deep convection onset too early over semi-arid lands 
• Deep convection too frequent (drizzle problem) over semi-arid lands 

‣Reconsider ALEBL computation provided by thermals 

‣New triggering scheme « in between » existing shallow and deep schemes

Rio and Hourdin, 2008 Grandpeix and Lafore, 2010 a
Grandpeix et al., 2010 b

Rio et al, 2009

Triggering in LMDZ : the role of sub-cloud processes (2/2)

Triggering if : ALE = Max(ALEBL,ALEWK) > CIN



The case study : isolated storm over Niamey on July 10th 2006

at 15:40



Thermals cross-sections spectrum at LCL

1. Sum of exponential distribution 

‣  2 distinct cloud populations  
2. Cloud bases gets wider along transition 

‣ Cross-section is good proxy for the transition

Hypothesis 1: Only type 2 clouds matter

1. LES Analysis



Thermal’s drafts velocity spectrum at LCL

Thermal
Draft Maximum velocity as a function of cross-section

3. Maximum velocity at LCL is sensitive to thermals cross-section 

4. Very good estimation if W’MAX,LCL = f(SLCL) !

Independent drafts in each thermal

Independent thermals in the domain

Hypothesis 2 :

LES 
Statistical estimation

1. LES Analysis

Hypothesis 3 :

Hypothesis 4 :  Draft velocities follow a Gaussian PDF

‣ We can estimate a statistical WMAX,i = Si for each thermal

i
Of section Si



Need for a supplementary threshold

A. We consider that triggering happens if  SMAX > STRIG  
B. The probability that N2 independent thermals of average cross-section S2 may verify 

SMAX < STRIG   during a time step Dt  is the no-triggering probability 

C. We introduce a random number R  (0 < R < 1)  such that triggering happens if

Triggering is still too early ! 

➡  New formulation

We add a geometric threshold based on the thermals cross-section at LCL 
‣ This threshold is crossed stochastically : we sort a single deep cloud randomly

‣We can estimate a statistical maximum velocity in the domain -> Lifting Energy

2. New formulation



Sum-up : 3-step transition

1. Apparition of clouds : ZLCL > 0 

2. Dynamical threshold (deterministic) : ALEBL,STAT > CIN 

3. Geometrical threshold (stochastic) : SMAX > STRIG <-> R > Pno-trigger

2. New formulation



1. Longer transition over lands (1D cases)

Sahel (AMMA) USA Great Plains (EUROCS)
Deterministic

Stochastic

Q1 (K/day) Q1 (K/day)

Q1 (K/day) Q1 (K/day)

Heating rates 

3. Results



2. More intermittency over lands

mm/hr

mm/hr

mm/hr

Surface precipitations over Niamey in July

Deterministic triggering

Stochastic triggering

TRMM data

3. Results



3. Deep convection suppressed in St-Cu regions

Deterministic triggering Stochastic triggering

Deep convection frequency 

Zonal low cloud cover 

Deterministic 

Stochastic

3. Results



4. Scale-awareness in LMDZ6A

Zonal maximum daily rainfall

mm/day
TRMM data

LMDZ5A -> Deterministic triggering

LMDZ5B -> Deterministic triggering

LMDZ6A -> Stochastic triggering

Low Resolution

Medium resolution

High resolution

mm/day

mm/day

mm/day

3. Results



Conclusions

1. We introduce a spectral model for thermals 

2. We introduce a size dependency for triggering 

3. We introduce a stochastic component 

4. We provide a deep cloud spatial density via triggering probability  

(DCONV = PTRIG = 1-PNO-TRIG) 

‣Direct link to the closure through via cold pool spatial density (DCP = DCONV) 

5. We improve diurnal cycle and intermittency of rainfalls over West-Africa 

6. It provides scale-awareness to the last LMD-IPSL GCM version LMDZ6A



Thanks for your attention 

Some updrafts in Pasadena, March 2012



The parameterization


